
  

 

WIPP Summary of February 2014 Changes to Employer Mandate 
 

 
On February 10, 2014, the Treasury Department and the Internal Revenue Service released rules on the 
“employer mandate” provision of the Affordable Care Act. The mandate requires all employers with 50 
or more employees to provide an affordable coverage option to employees or possibly face penalties. As 
a reminder, no business with fewer than 50 employees will ever face penalties. WIPP invites you to join 
a  webinar on the final rule and what you need to know. 

 
The following major changes were made: 

 
1.   Businesses with 50-99 Employees Exempted Until 2016. For businesses with 50-99 

employees, penalties are waived until 2016. Previously, penalties for all businesses, 
regardless of size, were delayed until 2015. 

 
2.   Relaxed Coverage Requirement for Businesses with 100+ Employees. For businesses 

with 100+ employees, penalties slated to begin in 2015 will now only be imposed on 
employers failing to cover a minimum of 70% of their employees—a decrease from the 
original 95%. This transitional policy is only applicable to 2015 and returns to the 
required 95% in 2016. 

 
3.   Safe Harbor and “Look back” Provisions Extended/Expanded. Certain health-insurance 

safe harbors (preventing penalties) have been extended/expanded for 2014 and 2015. 
These include methods of counting employees and determining if offered coverage is 
affordable. 

 
4.   Categories of Certain Employees Are Further Defined. Some employers received special 

direction for totaling employees including the counting of: volunteers, educational 
employees, seasonal employees, and work-study programs. A frequent example is the 
exemption of volunteer firefighters. 

 
The final rules are extensive and this summary does not cover all policy changes. The  final rule and a  fact 
sheet from the Treasury Department are available online. Keep an eye out for upcoming regulations that 
include how employers can report their coverage and employee totals. 

 
WIPP is hosting a webinar to detail these changes and take questions on February 27th at 2pm EST 
(register here). To remain up to date on all healthcare policy issues, join the WIPP  healthcare 
committee. 
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